
KEEPING IT SIMPLE:
THE FIVE ELEMENTS

hy Richard Harnuck. Facul~y

Over' t he- past 7 years of t.eac n i llfJ C1"cJ us i ng TOUCH FOR
HEALTH. 1 nave !)een impressed with t.he simpllcity (If the
Five Element,s. When J f t rs t encountered the Five Element
theory. ] fouud rnv se l f t norou qh ly confused by the language
used to describe the relationships. Motiler-Son, Grandmother-
Grandson. Husband· WI fe, etc. I was tut-t.ne r put off w ith the
the description of the two oa s ic cycles as "c rea ti ve " and
"destructive". In spite of this, I found t he Five Elements
useful in balancing. What ro t t ows Is how 1 now t eacr. the
Five Elements in t n« ITW. The whole exp i aua t r on takes about
20 - 30 minutes. and everyone is ab le to use _:t1;. right;_awa_y.

Before I give the explanation of the Five Elements. I have
already rev i ewed the alarm points and balancing using the
over/under energy model with the Wheel. The basic rules of
thumb I cover here are:

1. Always start with the closest under-energy to the over-
energy in the correction cycle.

2_ Begi n w i th the nearest Y.i.!! unde r+ene ruv to the ove r=
ener-gy in t ne correction cycle.

find these two "rules of thumb" helpful to keep in mind.

Now on to the explanation of the Five Elements.

The first Element. or more appropriately. PHASE. is called
Fire. The emotion associated with Fire is Joy. the color is
Red. its' season is Summer. The next phase is called Earth.
The emotion associated with Earth is Sympathy/Compassion.
its' color is Gold/Yellow. its' season is Indian Summer.
The next phase is called Metal. The emotion associated with
Metal is Grief/Regret. the color is White. its' season is
Autumn. The next phase is Water. The emotion associated
with Water is Fear/Caution, the color is Blue. its' season
is Winter_ The final phase is Wood. The emotion associated
with Wood is Anger. the color is Green. its' season is
Spring.

All of these phases are connected by two basic relation-
ships. The first of these relationship moves clockwise from
one phase to the next. This can be illustrated by the
following series of images: when Fire burns down it leaves
ashes which feed the Earth; the Earth gives up ores from
which we get Metal; the earliest Metals were soft and had a
low melting point so they ran like Water; Water feeds the
plant kingdom. thus engenders Wood; and. finally. wood can
be used to build Fire. This cycle is called the Creation
(or as I write in class. creatSHEN) cycle.

The other cycle skips every other phase and is as follows:
Fire is used to melt and form Metal; Metal in the form of
ore and rock. gives limits to where plants can grow. thus
limiting Wood; WOOd, in the form of plants and root systems.
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holds the Earth in place; Earttl gives Water form by yiving
it banks and shorelines; and, Wate)- is used tu control Fire.
This is called the Control ( or as I also write it KOntrol)
cycle.

The only things you need to know now a re which meridian
belong to which phase. Fire has four: He a rt, Circulatioll,
Small Intestine and Triple Warmer. All the others have two
each. Earth is Spleen and Stomach. Metal is Lung and
Large Intestine. Water is Kidney and Bladder. Wood is
Liver and Gall Bladder. Inside the Five Elements are all
the Yin meridians (yin is in). On the ou ts ide are all the
YANG meridians.

You now have all the ~asic information to do a Five Element
balance. Everything else is playing wi ttl it. So have fun!

I also, add in for fun the two cycles as expressed by the
emotions, but that is another paper.
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THE BOOK OF MASSAGE
Lucinda Ludell

A classic guide in its presentation of "healing of the Hands:'
Beautifully illustrated, excellent photos and very clear step-by-step
instructions. Includes basic massage, Shiatsu, Reflexology, Anat-
omy, and Body Reading, One of the best massage books we have
seen for years. Share this book and the power of human touch with a
friend. 192 pages Ppbk.

$9.95

THE BODY ELECTRIC $17.95
Electromagnetism and the Foundation of Life
Robert O. Becker, M.D. and Gary Selden

Amazing research that challenges the established mechanistic un-
derstanding of the body, Dr. Becker found clues in the long dis-
carded theory of eighteenth-century vitalists such as Galvani that
electricity is vital to the life process. Learn and understand-Why
can a salamander regenerate, about acupuncture, psychic phe-
nomena and the life forces that may cure cancer. 364 pages Cloth



KEEPING ]'}SIMPLE: THE FIVE ELEMEN'fS (cont'd>
by Richard Harnack. Faculty

Inthe last article. I gave a brief outline of ho~ I teach
the Five Elements in the IT\,'.My primary focus is getting
people to use and QI,,!y~_LJ._t. t ne Five Elements as a pr-dctjJ,;:dl
tool. rather t nan a t heore tt ca I model. One way J do this
is to recount the two basic cycles by reviewing the five
emotions.

The five emotions ar-e: FIRE-JOY. EAR.TH-SYMPATHY/CO.MPASSION,
METAL-GRI EF/RE<..iRET.WATER-FEAR. and WOOD--ANGEH. The key to
understanding t nese emotions is the idea of .ill?pr'opJ-iate
expressior!. Ln oriental philosophy. the main idea is of
moderation. Thus eachof these emotions. ",'henexpr esseo
appr-opr-Iat ley . Eactl emo tI on has its' internal expression
(Yin) and its' external social expression (Yang>. With this
backgr(Jund we will now review t.neemotions.

The emotion for Fire is Joy. When we are in balance in this
element, our internal feelings of .Joyare congruent with our
external expression of these feelings. Thus. if someone
give us a gift which causes us to feel happy. we let them
know of our j ov for hav ing received this gift. If we are
able to feel and express Joy in our life. then we can also
feel and express Sympathy/Compassion both for ourselves and
others. Sympathy/Compassion here is the sense of support
in difficult times we can give ourselves and others. It is
the "pat on the back" for a job well done. If we can feel
S~'mpathy/Compassion, we can also feel Grief/Regret. Grief/
Regret may have to do with death and dying, but it also has
to do with the sense of wistfullness we often feel when we
cnanue our 1i fe. Here we may or ieve for the past state of
our life which is no lcinger. If we allow ourselves to feel
Grief/Regret, then we may also experience Fear. Fear of the
future in terms of "what will my life be like". Whenever
we go through a life change, we may experience Fear as some-
thing which informs us to proceed cautiously. Yet if we
remain in Fear too long. we may experience Anger. Anger
here is a motivating emotion. It moves us out of our Fear.
When we feel anger inside and express it outwardly, we are
able to "let go" of it. This "letting go" then frees us
to experience Joy. Ttlls Is one way of looking at the
emotions on the Creation cycle.

When we move to the Control cycle, each of the emotions
helps to modify the others. Thus our sense of Joy modifies
our Grief. One way I think of this is in terms of the
tradition of holding a wake after the funeral. At the
beginning of the wake everyone is somber. As the wake pro-
ceeds. people begin to recall instances of humor and fun
from the deceased's life. Before long the sense of Grief
is replaced with a sense of appreciation for the person.
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Our Grief in turn modifies our Anger. It is very hard to
remain angry at someone over whom we feel Grief/RegJ-et. AS
long as we grieve our anger' cannot go to extremes. Ktil)ler-
Ross, in her work on death and dying. acknowledges one
of the most difficult thing families have to deal with in
death, is their and t ne dying person's anger. The family's
anger comes from their sense of being left behind with "un-
finished business". The person's anger comes from "why me".
Yet it is our grief which mitigates this anger. Our Anger
modifies our sympathY/Compassion. My favorite image here
is of a three year-old child. The "magic" word for t nrce
year-olds is "NO". Our ability to say no is an important
one in establishing our own ego-space. People who cannot
say "NO" quite often find themselves burnt out because they
are in continual Sympathy for others.

Our Sympathy modifies our Fear. It is difficult to be ver-y
fearful of someone for whom we can feel symapathy and com-
passion. Our Fear in turn modifies our Joy. Fear here is
understood better as Caution. We may be approached by
someone to join in some "wonderful" opportunity. Now we
may be truly ecstatic about this opportunity, it may be just
what we have wanted to do. yet our "little voice" tells
us to "look before we leap". It is in this manner that
Fear modifies Joy.

We have been discussing the emotions as appropriate express-
ions internally and externally. Now let us move on to tile
negative side for a moment.

whenever there is a lack of congruence between the internal
feeling and the outward expression, then we are out of bal-
ance. For example, there are people who truly feel Joy
when given a gift, but the most they can muster of this
to the outside world is a terse "Thank-you". In other
words, they are unable to convey their feeling of Joy to
anyone else. Others may be expressing Joy outwardly con-
tinually, yet inside they have very little Joy. This may be
in response to how they think they "should" behave. Such
people after a while seem to be shallow persons indeed.
Imbalance in Sympathy/Compassion may show up as self-pity
if focused on one's self, or being overly hard on one's
self, if not felt at all. Outwardly, the lack of Sympathy
for others can be seen as a on-gOing state of anger toward
the world. Just as too much sympathy for others, may lead
to unrealistic expectations for particular individuals.

Too much or too little Grief/Regret, is an imbalance in
Metal. Some people are unable to express their grief, and
find themselves dominated by this lack of letting-go. Other
people seem to be continually in grief, constantly regret-
ting all of the "what-might-have-beens". They find them-
selves locked into a past that no longer meets any of their
reality needs, thus they attempt to restructure their world
in terms of the past.
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Tou much 01 too little Fear is indicutivp of an imbalance
in WaLE'I". Too much Fear pr-events U~ from moving on, we be-
come j,Jar'81yze(j in the moment. t he problem is that the
moment passes us by. Too little Fear, and we find ourselves
t ak ing need I essl y r eck Iess cnauc es \~1i t.h our' 1j fe and. (I t he rs '
11ve s . Fear informs us o f whert we are i n danger. I r we
ignore this war n i nu w i t nou r an" cl ea r ilit-"a of now to get
out of the danue r. then we are l:Jf;in!:l foolish with our
well,being.

Anger 1s one of the most. dicussed emori on.s i n the t Lt era ture
of pzsycho Lo qv . People "'11Ohold their' anger in, or deny that
they even teel anger. show up later in their lives with a
host ()f physical prublems. Surveys of persons with rheuma-
toid art nrf r.Ls show up as having internalized their' angf:!l,
lbis is of particular intereit, for th~ Wood element is in
control of the joints and ligaments. Thus, we have Western
psychology confirming independently something taught in
ac upunc t.ur-e . .rus t as some people hold their' anger in. there
are others who always seem angry. these people come across
as beinQ qforceful" even when this 1s not called for,
Their voice betr'ays this as they sound as if they are shout-
ing, no ma t t er what feel ings they are attempting to express.

This is a brief o~erview of a very interesting Slid exciting
subject. there are many approaches to the Five Elements,
it is my hope that this encourages you to discover your own.

T. H. Enterprises
STAYING HEALTHY WITH THE SEASONS $9.95
Elson M. Haas, M.D.

"A creative health program;' that helps each of us redefine heal-
ing and the healer. Dr, Haas advocates taking more responsibility
for yourself and shows a natural path to heal from within, A won-
derful and valuable integration of ancient eastern healing methods
with a modern western view of prevention and health care, 242 pp,
Ppbk,

EAT TO WIN $14.95
The Sports Nutrition Bible
Dr. Robert Haas, foreword by Martina Navratilova

A bestselling book from a top nutritionist to star athletes, Dr.
Haas tells what to eat to reach peak performance in every life ac-
tivity and sport-on the court, the track, at home or whenever you
need maximum energy, Learn how to "de-age" your blood, which
vitamins you need for peak performance, build muscle while burn-
ing fat and speed healing through diet. Not just for weekend war-
riors or star athletes, Many grandmothers have increased energy by
this program. 267 pp, Cloth
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